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Abstract—In the current postmodern socio-technical world 
when machines are everywhere a harmonious relationship 
between man and machine is essential. The harmony of this 
relation and survival of this socio-technical world can only be 
guaranteed if machines can understand the human state of mind 
and can act accordingly. For this, several computational models 
of human cognition have been presented in the literature while 
very few efforts have been made to validate them. In the current 
paper a model of trust based human decision making in dynamic 
environment is taken from the literature and validated against 
the human decision traces generated through computer based 
experiments. The results of this experiment shows that model 
under study can be trusted as to be a computational 
representative of human decision making process with a 
satisfactory level. 

Keywords—trust; decision making; empirical; validation; 
computational modeling; cognitive model; simulated annealing. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Humans interact with several machines every day and the 
rate of such interactions is increasing on a regular basis. Now 
machines are entering in the human personal space through 
which a huge impact on the human’s social and psychological 
dynamics is being observed. To realize a harmonious man-
machinerelationship and for the long term survival of 
postmodern socio-technical world, it is essential to make 
machines aware of human cognitive dynamics, so that 
machines can adapt their behaviors as per human needs. If it is 
achieved then these machines will become capable of 
understanding human’s state of mind, forecast the human’s 
future behavior and provide timely support as a true 
companion. In the existing literature several such models have 
been proposed which have claimed to be the representative of 
different human cognitive dynamics. Beside their design, 
verification and validation of these models is essential so that 
empirically validated models can be embedded into machines. 

In this paper an existing model of human cognition is 
validated which deals with the human’s decision making in 
dynamic environments based on trust [1]. In order to achieve 
this validation a computer game is designed which can 
generate a dynamic environment for a human player. Humans 
interact with this computer game and take different decisions. 
Game stores human behavior logs (i.e. decisions taken by the 
player throughout the game) so that it can learn human 

personality traits required to personalize proposed decision 
making model. After personalization, this game can compare 
the behavior of human players and the forecasted behavior by 
the proposed model in different game runs.  

Primary research question for this study is to see that how 
far a designed computational model (under study) is a 
computational representative of the human behavior. Rest of 
the paper is divided into six sections. Section two briefly 
explains human cognitive model of trust based decision 
making, section three and four describe the design of the 
experiment and model personalization, in section five results 
of this study are presented and finally section six and seven 
provide conclusion and some future extensions in current 
work. 

II. THE MODEL 

Trust is generally believed as an important factor in human 
decision making. In literature different models of human trust 
dynamics has been proposed which can be used for modeling 
human decision making. Usually for trust based decision 
making, models in the literature select the most trusted option 
and hence assume that the rest of the options do not change 
their behavior over time (see e.g. [4], [5], [7], [8]). These 
models assume that the world is static and that it does not 
change often. But in a real world scenario this is not the case, 
the world is changing continuously. Hence, recently a trust 
based model of decision making in dynamic environments is 
proposed in [1] which deals with such situations. This model 
measures changes in the environments indirectly and hence 
tries less trusted options as well for exploration of better 
options in future. 

Trust model proposed in [1] is taken from [6] which 
calculates the change in trust overtime using the equation 1. 
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In this model it is assumed that there are several trustees 
which may provide experience to trustor (if requested) 
furthermore trustor’s trust on these trustees might be 
interdependent e.g. change in trustor’s trust on one trustee may 
affect trustor’s trust on other trustees indirectly due to trustor’s 
perceived relationship between them. This notion is controlled 
with the concept of relative trust represented by τ in above 



equation. This model also has two more trustor’s personality 
attributes namely rate of change of trust and autonomous 
decay of trust represented by parameters β and γ respectively. 
For further details about this trust model see [6]. 

The model which describes the trust based decision 
making in dynamic environment is presented in [1] as 
mentioned above this model detects change in environment 
C(t) by calculating the disparity between the short term trust 
ST(t) and the long term trust LT(t) on all trustees using the 
equation 2. 
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This trustor’s perceived change in the environment at a 
time point t, C(t) is used to calculate trustor’s extent of 
environment exploration E(t) as described in equation 3 and 4 
respectively. 
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Here, the function Pos(V) is defined by: 
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In this model to update extent of exploration two aspects 
are considered. The first aspect in equation 3 specifies that the 
extent of exploration would be increased with a factor . The 
second aspect in the equationdenotes that there is an 
autonomous decay of exploration by a factor . Here it can be 
noted that whenever the change in the environment 
C(t)approaches 0, the value of exploration will also approach 
to 0, which would signify that the trustor is very exploitative. 

For the selection of a trustee, the model assigns a request 
probability  by using the  the exploration extent to each 
trustee. Using equations 5 and 6 the request probability is 
calculated. 
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Equations 5 and 6 show that in case the exploration 
factor	  is 0 the request probability will also be zero. In 
case the exploration factor  is 1 the request probability 
will be equal for all trustees and will have the probability of 

, where n is the total number of trustees. When the 
exploration factor resides in  the interval [0, 1] a combination 
of values including the relative trust to all other trustees and a 
fraction of an equal request probability is taken in to account. 
In equation (6) the request probability of the most trusted 
trustee is calculated. When the exploration factor is 0 the value 
of request probability is 1 and it is , in case the exploration 
factor is 1. Here n is the total number of trustees. For further 
details see [1]. 

III. THE EXPERIMENT  

To validate decision making model proposed in [1]. A 
computer based experiment in the form of a computer game is 
designed. This game produces a dynamic environment as 
described in the following sections. 

A. Mechanics 

In this computer based game experiment player’s objective 
is to reach the goal destination (a hospital) within the 
minimum time while making the best possible decision in the 
travelling environment provided. 

The game primarily consisted of a vehicle and three 
navigation systems, these navigation systems periodically 
update their plan to show paths towards the goal. The results 
of these navigation systems are dynamic and rapidly changing 
that is, not all of the systems show the correct path at a time 
instant but at least any one of the systems always shows the 
correct path. User follows one of these navigation systems at a 
time. A label on the top left corner of the screen shows the 
distance to the destination. If user follows a navigation system 
and distance to destination at screen start increasing then the 
user receives a negative experience which affects user’s next 
decision about the selection of the navigation system. The 
behavior of navigation systems depended upon certain 
configuration files. Fig. 1 shows a screen shot of the game. 

Figure 1: Computer based game designed for experiment 

As the user plays the game logs of user’s decisions is 
saved which contains, the time point, the decision made 
(navigation system selected), and the position of the user. The 
user plays this game two times with different configurations 
files. These logs are later used for parameter estimation and 
decision prediction. 

B. Participants 

In this experiment total thirty one (31) participants (29 
male, 2 female) participated which were mostly university 
students. The average age of the participants was 21 years. 
The participants who took part in this study were given 
refreshment and a special gift was given to the person 
completing the experiment in the shortest time. 

C. Procedure 

The participants were first briefed about the significance of 
the experiment and its mechanics. When they had thoroughly 
understood the main objective of the game they participated in 
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